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25 Doing Without the Photocopier From A to Z 
Creative Generic Ideas for Reusable 
Language Materials & Activities 

I NFORMATION BINGO is a classic 
Listening/Speaking game that 
always works!  It involves and 

connects educators/learners  from the 
very start—not just with one another but 
also with course content. Use this 
effective communication tool several 
times during the course--not only to 
help people get acquainted but to “set 
the tone” of cooperation + collaborative 
learning.  It’s a good way  to exchange 
many kinds of information.  

Edson Pelear 
Brazil / U.S.A. 
businessman   

Mickey Maus 
Austria 

comic actor 

Carlo Alessio 
Sicily/Italy 

graphic artist 

Peter Pan 
Scotland 

child care worker 

Feliz el Gato 
Guatamala 

pet shop owner  

Boris Goodinov 
Russia 

Olympic athlete 

Justin Tyme 
Switzerland 
watchmaker              

Ricardo Ricardo 
Cuba 

jazz musician 

Wolfgang Pock 
Germany 

chef/caterer  

Chow Jung Fat 
China/Korea 
nutritionist 

Michael Fayette 
Singapore 

college student 

Sheerluck Homes 
England 

detective 

Kalani Kim Kirn 
Iran (Persia) 

radio broadcaster 

Arturo Rubinski 
Uruguay/Poland 
race car driver 

Uriah Gorgorin 
Russia 

pilot/astronaut 

Desmeralda Tutu 
Japan 

ballet dancer 

ABOVE: A sample Information-Bingo Board, “printed” on 8.5 x 14 (legal-size) paper turned sideways.                
Such Boards can of any size and shape appropriate to their intended educational purposes. 

Filled in with participants’ names, birthplaces, and job titles, information of this kind will help                    
newcomers to language education get acquainted with one another—while introducing co-operative, 

interactive learning methods effective in the presentation and practice on any kind of content.  

H 
INFORMATION 
BINGO! 

SPECIFIC TOPIC OF IDEA H:  Getting-acquainted small talk 

MATERIALS: 8.5 x 11” (or larger) paper; small prizes 
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I NSTRUCTIONS 
1. Teach or review typical questions that work when exchanging personal information. 

Decide—or have participants choose—one to five questions useful when meeting 
people for the first time.  List these on a board.  Here are the most likely examples: 

If the class has fewer than 16 members, papers can be divided into nine equally shaped 
rectangles--three rows of three boxes each: in groups of only nine people, players can 
include their own info in one of the boxes, or the middle box can be marked “Free.”                    
In contrast, in a large class of more advanced students, each BINGO! Board can consist              
of 25 squares—but no more than that, even if there are more than 25 people to meet.   

2. Each participant folds a piece of paper into sixteen rectangles—or draws lines                    
on the paper to divide it into 16 boxes.  The first object of this game is to fill                           
the individual spaces with information about 16 different people.  

3. Participants circulate around the room, gathering answers to the   
predetermined questions from 16 different people.  They put notes  
about each person they meet in a different box.  If their “small-talk” 
conversation results in interesting additional information, they                 
can jot down notes about that, too—in the appropriate spaces.     

4. After an appropriate length of time (when at least half the class                   
has completed their Boards), the class reconvenes.  If necessary, 
review accustomed procedures and objectives of BINGO!                          

5. To begin the game, tell info about one of the people who appears              
on your INFORMATION-BINGO! Board or a sample Board on display.             
(Use appropriately leveled sentence patterns, perhaps like “Edson 
Pelear, a U.S. citizen born in Brazil, is a successful businessman.”) 
All players with that information on their individual Boards put                 
an X in its box. Next, the person just introduced gets to tell facts 
about somebody else, and listeners mark the appropriate space if 
possible. That person gets the next chance to speak, and so on—until somebody              
has and calls out BINGO!  (4 marked boxes in a horizontal row, a vertical column, or                
a diagonal line).  S/he wins the game (and perhaps a small prize) if s/he can point             
out (identify) and make one or two correct sentences about the four people in                   
his/her winning BINGO! line.  So that more students can participate in the whole-class 
phase of the game, play continues until at least half of them have BINGO!   

6. For follow-up, tell salient info about everyone that participated in the game—one               
by one without their names. The class identifies each person described and tells  
their location in the room. This procedure is likely to stimulate more interesting talk.  
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H.  INFORMATION BINGO 

1. What’s your name? (Is that your first name, your last name, your full name, 
or your nickname?  How do you spell it?  What should I call you?)  

2. Where are you from?                3. What do you do (for a living)? 
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O THER AREAS OF APPLICATION: Other kinds of personalized information, such as details                
of participants’ jobs (e.g., Where do you work? What are your job duties?), interests, family, or 

daily lives. Also suitable are topics about personal experience and opinions--travel, health, favorites, 
values, attitudes, etc.  If the targeted information is based on educational content instead of personal 
data, however, learner can choose/suggest important questions to put in boxes on everyone’s Boards; 
during the game, players give correct answers on their turns.  

LEVELS = HIGH-BEGINNING TO ADVANCED 
 SUGGESTIONS FOR ADAPTATION 

For lowest levels, limit the questions to ask and answer, perhaps to “What’s                 
your name?” and “How do you spell it?” (Teach the names of the letters                      
before beginning the game so that participants can do oral spelling effectively.)                       
High beginners can include questions like those suggested previously, but it              
might help to practice possible responses and/or supply vocabulary beforehand.  

Higher-level students with experience in productive “small talk” might want to                
ask more interesting questions of their own: these can either be printed on a             
board for everyone to use or players can ask them spontaneously while filling                 
out their BINGO! Boards.  Especially if (some) participants already know one another, 
encourage creative, open-ended queries like “What do you like most about your 
work?” or “What is something unusual about you that will help me remember you?” 

Here are more ideas for educationally productive follow-up to 
completed INFORMATION BINGO! games: [a] One by one, say the names                   
of participants so that students can locate them in the room and 
remind one another of some facts about them.  [b] Have people 
stand up in turn. The class tells their names and as much 
information as they can remember from their getting-acquainted 
conversations.  [c] On another day, when you “call roll,” students 
answer not for themselves but for a classmate in front of, to the 
right or left of, or behind them.  Others else tell what they know               
or remember—or have learned since—about that person.    

POSSIBLE VARIATION 
For writing and spelling or copying practice, each student prints the agreed-upon 

information about himself/herself in a rectangle on another player’s INFORMATION-         
BINGO! Board, having that person reciprocate by putting info about himself/herself                 
in a space on the first player’s Board.  Then each participant copies the data s/he      
has just collected into an empty space on another person’s Board, and so on.                
(There should be no duplicate boxes on anyone’s Board.)  The Boards can then                     
be used to play INFORMATION BINGO as suggested above—or in even better ways.      

 
Nacharee Coletti 

Thailand  
manicurist 

 

 
Mickey Maus 

Austria 
actor 

 

 
Carlos Alessio 

Italy 
graphic artist 

 
Peter Pan 

U.S.A. 
dancer 

 
Kazuhiro Ito 

Japan 
manager 

 

 
Martina Bratilova 

Czech Republic 
athlete 

 

 
Laura Esquivel 

Mexico 
writer 

 
Ricardo Ricardo 

Cuba 
musician 

 
Wolfgang Pock 

Germany 
cook 

 

 
Chien Chin Chu 

China 
doctor 

 
Michael Faye 

Singapore 
student 

 
Sherlock Holmes 

England 
detective 

 
Elaine Kirn 

Switzerland 
chocolate 

manufacturer  

 
Arturo Rubén 

Uruguay 

race car driver 

 
Uri Gargarin 

Russia 
pilot 

 
Edson Pelé 

Brazil 
businessman 

 

ABOVE: An INFO-BINGO! 
game in progress,               
with a win about                  

to happen in the   second 
vertical line.     


